
cosmism

I’ve been looking at Russian Cosmism (late 19th/early 20thC).  Its kind of fascinating how they got so in to space, and all the multi cultural ancient views on it, well be-
fore the space race kicking off.   Also that it was a political thing for them, there were these philosophies, novels and art of revolutionary ideal socieites in space, and then 

I guess life imitated art and revolution kicked off, and people actually went to space.   Also it just looks cool for a cinema!   



The cinema needs to be dark, and was thinking to go with the darkest of dark - Amish Kapoor Black, (or rather 
the very good copy of it) which is 99% absorbent of all light.    That or a hand painted blend of very dark blues.   
You’ll also note I’m proposing an old school theatre blind with a mural that will lift remotely to reveal the screen



The chaise at the front are designed to have the option to slot together in to a bed like sofa.  Just pull by the lamp 
pole and the wheels follow tracks in the floor, in to place over the side tables.  



Print a 3d model of the sun from NASA 3D models, in black, with the lighting bleeding out the side like an 
eclipse.  Centered within a laser cut Mayan sun calendar which again lets the light bleed out through the lines.



Maya Script for various planets / astrological elements put together in to a laser cut tile for light to shine through.
When lights are down these would form the base of all the seats and uprights of steps so you have an ambient

guide on where to step.  



Rug design based on old medieval book illustration of eclipse 



This is a collection I’ve made of space dog post marks, which could be great embroidered on to cushions.



We could do some form 
of stars to add texture to 
the walls, though would 
do them very faint / barely 
there.  



Sketch plans for the room, including whimsical thought of possible dual function for room by having an exercise bike (with 
linked footage of riding through alps), rowing machine with footage of rowing down cambridge waterways, meditation and 
yoga backdrops, amusing soviet workout films (I have some - they are hysterical).  So it has a gym / meditaion room option.  



Another thought on gym front, had been to do it on the old TV room.  Going for super lo-fi soviet equipment 
which was all made from scrap metal and tyres!   Or...you know , just with modern equipment?!


